The Contract 
(Sample Based on a Petition)
With thanks to Jack Rinella’s Becoming a Slave
Besides serving as a milestone and clarifying event in our process, I also use the petition as the basis of a contract, so that the contract reflects not only my master/wishes, but also that which the slave-applicant seeks. Here is one that reflects my general usage: 
Recognition and Acceptance of Voluntary Servitude
Dated: Month Day, Year 
We, the undersigned parties, recognize and accept the submission of XXXX XXXXXXXXX, hereafter called the slave, to Jack Rinella, hereafter referred to as the Master; in a relationship of Voluntary Servitude, hereafter called "slavery." By this instrument, Master agrees to direct, train, and dominate the slave for the Master's pleasure and profit. The slave's tenure will continue for a period of one year, beginning on the day of the signing of this agreement and ending on XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX . 
This voluntary servitude may be renewed at the Master's discretion with the slave's consent. 
It is agreed that this period of slavery will be under the Master's direction and control and will be subject to the following conditions: 
Virtue will be a significant part of our relationship. Therefore, we agree that fundamental to the slavery will be the practice of the virtues of trust, honesty, openness, loyalty, and obedience. Without the practice of these virtues, there can be no true slavery. Their practice therefore is expected and required at all times. 
The slave wishes to be an integral part of the Master's Leather family and will treat each person in that relationship with the respect, honor, and obedience due their position. 
The slave wishes to bring the Master physical, sexual, intellectual, emotional, spiritual, and sadistic pleasure by the submission and service of himself to the Master's will. This slave will perform these things through his practice of obedience to the Master's will and compliance to the Master's rules. 
The slave accepts these conditions and will strive to perform them without failure, without rebellion, and without hesitation. 
For the period of his slavery, the Master will control the slave's schedule, work, education, and finances. 
The slave recognizes that I, Jack Rinella, am his Master and lord and that the Master's cock is the object of his obedience and worship. 
We acknowledge that this agreement binds us as Master and slave, dedicated to the accomplishment of our goals. This relationship will in no way prohibit the maintenance or development of relationships with others, except that for the duration of the slavery, the slave will make the attainment of the goals herein described his first priority and the conduct of his slavery, in light of these goals, will take precedence, when such precedence is required, over all other relationships, goals, and activities. 
The slave will restrict his sexual activity to the Master and to those to whom the Master gives his permission, on an individual basis, to the slave's having sexual activity. 
By our agreement to this document, the slave gives the Master the right to transfer the duties, rights, and obligations of this agreement to any person at any time for the duration of this agreement upon the condition that said person is of the same high character and trustworthiness as the Master. Those persons to whom the Master transfers these rights by gift, rental, or sale shall be deemed holding the rights of this agreement in the Master's place and shall receive the same respect, service and obedience as due the Master. 
By my signature, I, Jack Rinella, accept you as my slave. 
Dated: _ 
I, the slave, willingly submit myself to the above described slavery, commit myself to the herein described goals, and accept Jack Rinella as my Master for the duration of this slavery. By my signature, I accept you as my Master. 
Dated: _ 

Contract
Recognition and Acceptance of Voluntary Servitude
I, ___,, offer myself in full service to ___ as my Owner and Master. I enter into this agreement with an open heart and an open mind and of my own free will. 
I devote myself lovingly and with the utmost care and affection to the Will of my Lord and Master. I trust that He will guide me lovingly and with awareness to my highest good, as He understands it. 
It is my intention to always speak clearly and with the utmost respect at all times,, to follow the protocols He has laid out for me to which I have agreed and to lower my inhibitions in order to please Him to the best of my ability. 
Dated: ___ 
By my signature, I, ___, accept you as my slave.

I, the slave, willingly submit myself to and accept ___ as my Lord and Master. By my signature, I accept You as my Master. 

Contract between   &  

I,   with a free mind and an open heart; do request of you, _________, that you accept the submission of my will unto yours and that you take me into your care and guidance, that we may grow together in love, trust and mutual respect. Pleasing you is consistent with my desires as a submissive. To that end, I offer you the use of my time, talents, and abilities.

I,   with a free mind and an open heart; do accept the submission of you, ________, to my will and pledge to provide care and guidance, that we may grow together in love, trust and mutual respect. I honour your promise to please me within your desires as a submissive. To that end, I pledge to value your time, talents, and abilities, and to provide for your wellbeing physically, mentally, emotionally and sexually.



I request of Master, that you use the power vested in your role to mold and shape me; assisting me to grow in strength, character, confidence, and being. I also request that you help me to develop my artistic and intellectual abilities.

I pledge to use the power vested in my role as Master to mold and shape you; assisting you to grow in strength, character, confidence, and being, and I pledge that I will help you to develop your artistic and intellectual abilities.



I agree to uphold to the best of my ability the Rules listed herein and others maintained in a Rules Book. I agree to discuss with Master any discomfort that I have with these Rules. If the Rules are amended, this contract remains in force.

I pledge to enforce to the best of my ability the Rules listed herein and others maintained in a Rules Book. I pledge to discuss any discomfort that you have with these Rules. 



I agree: To obey Master’s commands to the best of my ability.

I pledge: To issue commands to the best of my ability in a thoughtful and caring manner consistent with the intent of personal growth and submission.



I agree: To maintain a journal of my thoughts and feelings during this journey and to share any parts with my Master that I think would help me to advance.

I pledge: To read and discuss your thoughts and feelings during this journey and to share my thoughts and feelings to help us both advance.



I agree: To strive to overcome feelings of guilt or shame, and all inhibitions that interfere with my capability to serve Master and which limit my growth as your submissive.

I pledge: To help you overcome feelings of guilt or shame, and inhibitions that interfere with your capability to serve me and that limit your growth as my submissive.




































I agree: To maintain honest and open communication.

I pledge: To maintain honest and open communication.



I agree: To reveal my thoughts, feelings, and desires without hesitation or embarrassment.

I pledge: To listen attentively to you thoughts, feelings, and desires and help you to the best of my ability.



I agree: To inform you of wants and perceived needs, recognizing that you are the sole judge of whether or how these shall be satisfied.

I pledge: To consider fully and seriously your wants and needs and to make judgments for your wellbeing to the best of my ability.



I agree: To strive toward maintenance of a positive self-image and development of realistic expectations and goals.

I pledge: To assist in every way toward the maintenance of a positive self-image and development of realistic expectations and goals for both of us.



I agree: To work with you to become a happy and self-fulfilled individual.

I pledge: To work with you so that we may both become happy and self-fulfilled individuals.



I agree: To work against negative aspects of my ego and my insecurities that would interfere with the advancement of these aims.

I pledge: To assist you in working against negative aspects of your ego and your insecurities that would interfere with the advancement of these aims.



My surrender as a submissive is done with the knowledge that nothing asked of me will demean me as a person, and will in no way diminish my own responsibility toward the making utmost use of my potential.

My responsibility as Master is to ensure that nothing asked of you will demean you as a person, and I pledge to uphold your responsibility toward making utmost use of your potential.



This I,  , do request, with lucidity and the realization of what this contract means, both stated and implied, in the conviction that this offer will be understood in the spirit of faith, caring, esteem and devotion in which it is given.

This I,  , do promise, with lucidity and the realization of what this contract means, both stated and implied, in the conviction that this offer will be understood in the spirit of faith, caring, esteem and devotion in which it is given.

	This agreement is committed to in the spirit of loving and consensual dominance and submission with the intention of promoting health and happiness and improving both our lives.
















































	
	The term of this contract will be   to   and before the end of this contract we will discuss its renewal.

Should either of us find that our aspirations are not being well served by this agreement, find this commitment too burdensome, or for any other reason wish to cancel, either may do so by verbal notification to the other, in keeping with the consensual nature of this agreement. We both understand that cancellation means a cessation of the control stated and implied within this agreement, not a termination of our relationship as friends and lovers. Upon cancellation, each of us agrees to offer to the other his or her reasons and to assess our new needs and situation openly and lovingly.

Both parties agree to the financial arrangements in the attached Co-habitation Agreement. If the agreement is amended, this contract remains in force.

Both parties agree to waive all claims in perpetuity, including liability for injury or health, mental or physical. The ending of this contract does not end this waiver.

Both parties agree not to disclose to any third party any of the activities performed under this contract in a manner that might damage anyone in any way, including reputation, career, family relations, community standing, etc. 

Both parties also agree that any recordings of activities will not be shared with anyone without the express written consent of both parties, such consent to refer only to the items listed in the consent. A logbook will be kept to record items that are shared with others, including a description, date, and signatures of both parties.

Upon completion or termination of this contract including renewals, both parties shall return all Confidential Information and any copies of any of the Confidential Information to the other, or shall destroy any such copies at the other’s request.

This non-disclosure agreement shall survive the contract and continue while either party is alive. Non-compliance with the non-disclosure agreement may lead to legal action paid for by the initiating party and this agreement will be governed by, and construed in accordance with, the law of the province of British Columbia. Damages and legal expenses will be paid for by the losing party as set forth in a binding legal judgment. Prior to formal court proceedings, both parties agree to arbitration moderated by an individual or individuals satisfactory to both parties. 

I offer my consent to submission to  

under the terms stated above on this the	day of		in the year	


________________________________________________________

I offer my acceptance of submission by  

under the terms stated above on this the	day of		in the year	


________________________________________________________















































DEED OF CONTRACT
This contract is made on the ---day of ----. 2011 

BETWEEN
___________________________, later in this document referred to as slave, without any form of force, duress or undue influence, 
AND
________________________, later in this document referred to as Master.
Pursuant to this agreement Master and slave agree to the following terms.

The slave covenants as follows:

I am a slave to my Master and I am owned property of my Master.

	I agree to obey my Master’s orders and instructions without hesitation and to the best of my ability, providing honest and respectful feedback as he directs. This includes any training my Master recommends for me.

I agree to be honest and open with my Master so that he may decide what is best for me.
I agree that my body, soul and mind belong to my Master to use as he pleases.
I agree that my Master may use my body in any way he wishes including any form of temporary or permanent decoration such as tattooing, branding and cutting.
I agree to submit to any discipline and torture to which my Master subjects me because I am sure of his capability to do so without problems.
I agree that my choice of clothes will depend on my Master’s wishes and that I will be naked as he pleases at any time
I agree that I will not discuss our relationship with any third party without my Master’s knowledge. I agree not to divulge anything that my Master desires be kept secret. Nothing in my words or actions will bring him ridicule or embarrassment.
I agree that my Master may terminate this contract, but will give at least 14 days’ notice, will give reasons for repudiating this contract, and will make arrangements for my care while I transition.
I agree that no dispute that might arise from this contract will be a subject of litigation or be entertained by any court as long as they are within the letters of this contract.

Master Covenants as follows.
I accept my slave’s most precious gift of submission and assume with mindfulness the responsibilities of being her Owner and Master.
I will be thoughtful and careful with my orders, instructions and training.
I will honour and encourage my slave’s feedback and her honest, open communication. 
I will maximize my slave’s physical, emotional, mental and spiritual well-being.
I will use my slave’s body, soul and mind for my pleasure, knowing that her joy comes from serving me.
I will enhance our spiritual bonding through temporary and permanent decoration of her body, taking her desires into consideration.
I will safely apply discipline and provide torture for the enhancement of my slave’s submission and her journey in this lifestyle.
I will decide on my slave’s attire or her nakedness as it pleases me, always taking great pride in her grace and beauty.
I will say and do nothing that intentionally disparages my slave in the eyes of others.
I agree that my slave may terminate this contract, but will give at least 14 days’ notice, will give reasons for repudiating this contract, and will make the transition without undue burden on me.
I agree that no dispute that might arise from this contract will be a subject of litigation or be entertained by any court as long as they are within the letters of this contract.
On the date and year above mentioned, both parties affix our signatures below

Slave’s Signature.....................…………………………..


Master’s Signature...........………………………………...



From: http://www.extremedisorder.com/writings/masterdoc.html

Master & slave "Slavery" Contract
 
Of my own free will and out of a desire to express my love and devotion to the man I love and adore I, _______________________, offer myself in slavery to my Master, _______________________, for the period beginning on __________ and ending at noon on_____________.
 
Although I consider myself to be slave full-time to Master, during the time period expressed above, I will devote myself completely and totally to the pleasure and desires of my Master, without hesitation or consideration of myself or others. 
 
General Rules
 
The slave agrees to obey her Master in all respects. her mind, body, heart and time belong to Him. The slave accepts the responsibility of using her safe word when necessary, and trusts implicitly in her Master to respect the use of that safe word. If a condition arises in which the slave needs to use the safe word or gesture, her Master will assess the situation, and determine an appropriate course of action.
 
The slave shall keep her body available for the use of her Master at all times. In addition, the slave agrees that her Master possesses the right to determine whether others can use her body and what use they may put it to. The Master will discuss all such instances in advance with the slave, to be certain that such play with others will not violate any established limits. The slave will keep all pubic hair on her body clean shaven, unless otherwise given permission by her Master to allow her to grow pubic hair. 
 
The slave shall demonstrate her acceptance of her role of service and availability at all times while at home and at other times and places specified by her Master. The slave acknowledges that her Master may use her body or mind in any manner He wishes within the parameters of safety. He may hurt her, within guidelines stated above, without reason to please Himself. The slave enjoys the right to cry, scream or beg, but accepts the fact that these heartfelt expressions will not affect her treatment. Further, she accepts that if her Master tires of her noise, He may gag her or take other actions to silence her. The Master may also use rope and other bondage devices to restrain His slave at His discretion and for His pleasure. 
 
The slave will answer any questions put to her honestly and directly, and will volunteer any information her Master should know about her physical or emotional condition and her conduct. While her Master expects His slave to speak honestly and forth rightly about anything that bothers her, she is not to interpret that as permission to whine or complain. she will phrase her concerns politely and respectfully, and then gracefully accept her Master's judgment in these matters without further complaint. 
 
The slave will always speak of her Master in terms of love and respect. She will address him at all times either "Master" or "Sir," ( see Public Rules of Conduct)
 
****The Master may give the slave "free periods" in His presence during which the slave may express herself openly and freely. There will be no punishments applied during "free periods." It is understood, however, that the slave will continue to address her Master with respect and love at all times and that deviations from this rule is subject to punishment at a later time.
 
The slave agrees that severe punishment may be assessed for any infraction of the letter or spirit of this contract, and will accept her correction gratefully. The form and extent of the punishment shall be at the Master's pleasure, and the Master shall make it clear to the slave that she is being punished when punishment occurs. The Master shall endeavor not inflict physical harm upon the slave that might require the attention of anyone outside the relationship. Master and slave agree that in extremes circumstances either may activate a free period by using the safe word. The free period will continue until both parties agree that the problem(s) concerned are resolved.
 
The slave is permitted to engage in any and all activities not actively forbidden by her contract or by later edict of the Master. All rights and privileges not otherwise noted in this contract belong to the Master, and He may exercise them as He chooses. 
 
Private Rules of Conduct
 
On days when her Master is at work, the slave will greet Him wearing her collar, wrist restraints, and a shirt belonging to her Master. She will wear stockings, either stay-ups or with garters and corsets, if she is to wear panties they must be thongs and if Master finds them unacceptable they will be removed and she will be punished. On days when the Master is home, the slave will wear whatever is deemed appropriate by her Master. When in the same room as her Master, the slave will ask permission before leaving the room, explain where she is going, and why. At mealtimes, the slave will serve her Master, she will wait to be told to sit, she will dress in an appropriate manner for meals, she may be freed from wearing stockings at this meal but must be in heels. On special occasions when the Master informs the slave she will sit at His feet while He eats, at these times the slave is required to be dressed in stockings. When speaking to her Master or being spoken to by Him, the slave will assume a demeanor of alert attention and will meet her Master's eyes directly, unless instructed to do otherwise.
Public Rules of Conduct
 
The slave will conduct herself at all times in such a manner as to not call attention to Master and slave. She will call her Master by His name only if the use of "Master" is inappropriate. The slave will defer to her Master in public. The slave may dress herself, but must seek approval of any clothing she wishes to wear in public. Unless specifically stated otherwise, the slave may not wear panties and her dress must include stockings either with or without garters, she may wear only crocthless pantyhose, knee socks that have been chosen by the Master are acceptable, appropriate shoes at all times.
 
Work and School Rules of Conduct 
 
No part of this agreement is intended to interfere with the slave's career or education. The Master wishes the slave to work hard and honestly, in general to conduct herself in a manner calculated to bring honor and respect to them both. During periods of work or classes, the slave is permitted to schedule appointments, to dress in a manner appropriate to work and a school environment, and to leave the house when necessary. During periods of work or study, the slave may answer the telephone and discuss business or class assignments without the expressed permission of her Master. While in school if the slaves grades drop below an acceptable level or she displays poor study habits, her Master may use any measure of punishment at the Master's discretion until her grades and/or study habits are back up to an acceptable level. An acceptable GPA will be determined by her Master. With my signature below, I agree to accept and obey all preceding rules as well as any rules my Master may choose to issue at a later date. I gratefully consign by body and soul to my Master for His pleasure and use for the contract period noted above.
 
_______________________________ slave __________ date
 
I accept My slave's desire to serve Me more fully, and take responsibility for her well-being, training and discipline to more perfectly serve My will.
 
_______________________________ Master _________ date 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Generic Slave Contract
 
 
 
Below is a generic "slave contract" template. 
 
100% SUBMISSION CONTRACT BETWEEN _____________________ AND __________________
 
________________, hereinafter referred to as "Owner", hereby binds this contract with [his/her] signature and the signature of _____________, hereinafter referred to as "slave" in this Submission Contract. Said Contract refers to total dominance and control of Owner in [his/her] relationship with said slave.
 
Purpose
 
 
The purpose of the servant contract is very important to instill the security of Ownership and all that such servitude implies. The contract is a measure of control. This contract is written to make clear the expectations of Owner and the consequences for failure to live up to this agreement. The contract is a reminder of the many duties and responsibilities of a live-in slave.
 
Symbols of Ownership include _______________ upon signing this Contract, and any other future marks or tokens Owner may wish to bestow. Symbols of Ownership are visible reminders of status and should be worn with pride. They signify control and the lifestyle chosen by slave
 
Duties of Servitude
 
-Above all, it is the duty of the servant to please.
 
 
-Personal Duties: Physical/emotional needs of Owner, amusement, sexual toy/plaything, physical comfort, obedience, honesty, loyalty, waiting on Owner as desired and needed.
 
-Household Duties: Cleaning and keeping the home straightened, laundry, shopping, cooking, care for children when requested, run errands as needed. Any task assigned is considered permanent.
 
Daily Routine
 
The established daily routine includes:
Arise 7-8am; Morning coffee and breakfast; Work Serving as Owner needs; Household duties as needed; Dinner duties; Recreation with permission from Owner; 11pm Bed-time
 
 
Recreation
 
If slave wishes to enjoy the use of the computer [he/she] will ask for a specific time [he/she] wishes to do so. Permission will be by grant of Owner and slave will stop using the computer within 10 minutes after that time set by Owner unless an extension is asked for and granted. If Owner is not at home or unavailable, slave may be permitted to engage in this or other recreation activities. Any chores, commands or cleaning that need to be done will take preference over recreation activity except in the case of a need for break.
 
 
Expenditures
 
All requests for major expenditures will be submitted to Owner for approval. Any expenditure over $10.00 will be completely subject to the approval of Owner prior to purchase unless said item may be returned for a full refund.
 
 
Allowance
 
Allowance will be set by Owner and distributed to slave as [he/she] sees fit.
 
Exclusions
 
Slave will be allowed _____ hours per day [or ____ days per week] for time off, if requested in advance and if Owner agrees. 
 
Owner will not injure, permanently scar or change either slave or [him/her]self, or anyone, or any part of any body.
 
Stipulation
 
Slave hereby acknowledges that Owner's authority supersedes [his/hers] in any decision including but not limited to travel plans, visitations, activities, chores, recreation, monetary expenses or expenditures, obligations, managements, diets, readings, processes, consumptions, priorities, communications or any otherwise alternative decision.
 
Owner will solely determine the residence, including city, county, state and/or country of residence for said slave.
 
Behavior
Attitude: The servant should show an attitude of respect at all times. Disrespect is a serious offense and will be punished severely.
 
Respect includes: manner of speech, promptness, kneeling to serve, proper answers, obedience, loyalty and honesty.
 
Respect and obedience are the two most important aspects of attitude the servant shall show at all times. Failure will be punished.
 
Friends and Relatives
 
All friends and relatives of Owner will be treated with the utmost respect. No anger, argument, condescension, criticism, insult or lack of courtesy will be tolerated. Owner will voice [his/her] compliment, respect and love for same at all times.
 
Slave hereby agrees to refrain from any insult or criticism of any of Owner's friends or relatives, their culture, attributes, background, class, heritage, or nationality, or any conceived notion detrimental to their status.
 
Owner may provide lodging for any friend, relative or partner [he/she] wishes. Permission is required from Owner if slave has the desire to provide lodging for any friend, relative or partner. Any disobedience from this rule will be the cause of serious punishment
 
Behavior in Private
 
Slave shall address Owner as _____________ at all times without fail. Slave shall pay full attention to Owner when spoken to.
 
Owner is more important than any other activity the slave may be engaged in. The slave shall sit, stand, walk, kneel, and lay where, when and how Owner desires. 
 
Slave shall stay in bed at night unless permission is granted to do otherwise. The slave shall not remove any restraint device for any other reason than an emergency.
 
Behavior in Public
 
The slave shall address Owner as [Sir/Ma'am] at all times when there is not enough privacy to use the afore-mentioned title __________. The slave shall remain within eyesight of Owner unless permission is given to do otherwise. The slave shall be courteous and prompt at all times, showing Owner full respect.
 
The slave shall dress as Owner desires.
 
The slave shall not argue or complain when in public with Owner.
 
Training
Training activities include: daily discipline, offering bed cuffs, proper answers, spending the night in bondage.
 
Slave will be given a weekly training scheduled for Friday night. Slave shall keep [his/her] Friday evenings free so as to have plenty of time for discipline training. Discipline includes: bondage and restraint, leash training, implements of discipline, training, body and foot worship. Punishment will be given for the following offenses: Going anywhere without permission and/or threatening to do so,	Cockiness or rudeness, Drinking without permission, Disobedience 
 
The slave shall perform the confession ritual once a month and be punished accordingly. Failure will be punished.
 
Explicit Permission: Slave will continually be trained and tested in explicit permission technique.
 
Special training activities include: Owner's complete control in [his/her] use of humiliation, surprise discipline, cage/bondage time, gags, hoods, etc., cleaning, servant feeding, retraining.
 
Progress Reports: Owner will prepare progress reports on the training of the slave as [he/she] desires.
 
Orgasm Control
 
Slave is to achieve orgasm ONLY by permission of Owner. Slave's orgasms will be controlled for proper training of slave, teaching slave good habits, providing motivation, physical and sexual energy. Owner will allow slave reward upon permission.
 
Punishments
 
Mild Punishments can include: slapping, ear or nipple pinching, cropping, hair pulling, going to bed early, time-outs
 
Medium Punishments can include: multiple slapping, genital pinching, intense bondage time, clamps and weights.
 
Severe Punishments can include: panty or ball gags, leg chains and/or handcuffs, caning.
 
Drinking and Drugs
 
Slave is allowed to drink alcohol or use ______ drugs only with explicit permission from Owner, when and where and how much [he/she] permits. 
 
Drinking [will/will not] be permitted when going out to eat, [limited to 1 or 2 drinks with permission]. Slave may attend bars, etc., only with Owner, or with [his/her] permission to go with anyone else. Slave must ask permission for each and every drink.
 
Social Contact
 
Slave is allowed to write, visit and talk to any family member as long as it does not interfere with [his/her] servitude.
 
Slave is allowed to write, visit and talk to friends as long as it does not interfere with [his/her] servitude. All such contact will be monitored by Owner.
 
These are privileges, not rights, and should be appreciated. 
 
Duration
 
This Contract is valid from this day until 6 months has passed, and then it may be renewed or renegotiated if Owner and/or slave feel it needs to be reviewed and updated. At that time, the servant will receive a new contract. 
 
Accepted, understood and agreed to this _____ day of _______,20__ 
 
__________________________, Owner
 
__________________________, slave 


